Semester Taught: Spring 14

Student Comments: The following comments come from anonymous student evaluations given at the end of the semester. I have resisted the urge to edit grammar, punctuation, or syntax.

- great professor overall!
- excellent class. I liked the fast pace and intensity
- tough class but the professor was really great
- professor - great at making the class the class think & ask questions, very involving. Was a really good learning environment, definitely simplified it, & made the subject a lot easier
- I has this teacher for cal 1 and she was better than my high school calc teacher. She explained to me everything in detailed during class and office hours. She also did well in calc 2 I wish she also taught calc 3
- for being one of the hardest math classes you take as an engineer she taught it very well just wished she went a little slower on notes
- course: very interesting material that made me want to learn more. Unfortunately with some of it (series in particular), it was easy to lost sight of the materials usefulness. Prof: held us accountable, made the class fun and efficient and always willing to explain things differently if necessary
- course: would have liked to gone back to having all of the hmwk open as it was at the start of semester. Professor: funny, laxed, easy to approach, knowledgeable of subject
- I like all the extra credit opportunities & the effort you put in to helping the students. W/ the emails & extra homework's. If there were more worked solutions posted I thin it would be helpful
- good teacher